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In , the South Korean automobile company Hyundai was founded, which in the first years of its
existence was engaged in the production of three passenger cars and one freight model of the
American Ford brand under license. Hyundai is a part of Hyundai Kia Automobile Group. After
successfully entering the automotive market, when cheap and reliable cars were required in the
country, Hyunda i began to create its own car model, which was introduced in In , Hyundai
launched the mid-size D-class sedan called the Sonata. In addition, the car became the first
model of the Korean company, which had a whole gamut of power units developed jointly with
Mitsubishi , with a volume of 1. Two years later, the Lantra compact sedan was introduced,
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Hyundai Elantra Owner's Manual pages. As the owner, it is your responsibility to see that all
maintenance operations specified by the manufacturer are carried out at the appropriate
intervals. When the vehicle is used in severe driving conditions, more frequent main- tenance is
required for some operations. Page 3 Specifications All information in this Owner's Manual is
current at the time of publication. However, Hyundai reserves the right to make changes at any
time so that our policy of continual product improvement may be carried out. This manual
applies to all Hyundai models and includes descriptions and explanations of optional as well as
standard equipment. Such modifications may adversely affect the per- formance, safety or
durability of your Hyundai and may, in addition, violate conditions of the limited warranties
covering the vehicle. Certain modifications may also be in violation of regulations estab- lished
by the U. These titles indicate the following: WARNING This indicates that a condition may
result in harm, serious injury or death to you or other persons if the warning is not heeded.
Follow the advice provided with the warning. Page 6 Your Owner's Manual will introduce you to
the features and operation of your new Hyundai. It is suggested that you read it care- fully
because the information it contains can contribute greatly to the satisfaction you receive from
your new car. Page 7 English. Page 9 Introduction Your vehicle at a glance Features of your
vehicle Driving your vehicle What to do in an emergency table of contents Maintenance
Consumer information Specifications Index Fuels with unspecified quantities of alcohol, or
alcohols other than ethanol, should not be used. This infor Outside rearview mirror control
switch Power window switches Instrument cluster Steering wheel Ignition switch If the doors,

lock and unlock the glove box an aftermarket key is used, the igni- and center console storage if
equipped. If all doors are closed, the hazard The hazard warning lights will blink warning lights
blink once to indicate Page 21 If you have a problem large amounts of vehicle electric with the
transmitter, contact an author- power. To prevent the battery from ized Hyundai Dealer. Page 22
2. Replace the battery with new one. Install the battery in the reverse order of removal. For
replacement transmitters, see an Authorized Hyundai Dealer for repro- gramming. Arm be
armed. If this happens, re-arm the system as described below. Page Switch Limp home override
procedure system: If you need additional keys or lose your When you turn the ignition key to
the ON keys, consult your authorized Hyundai position, if the immobilizer indicator Insert the
ignition key into the key cylin- dealer. Page Door Locks After performing the limp home proceauthorized Hyundai dealer. Unlock dure, you have to see an authorized Lock Hyundai dealer
immediately to inspect Malfunctions caused by improper and repair your ignition key or
immobiliz- alterations, adjustments or modifi- er system. This could windows and lock all doors
when result in a serious injury. If the door is locked, red part 2 of the button is Unlock Lock not
visible. Page 31 Features of your vehicle 3. Close the rear door. To open the rear door, pull the
outside door handle or push the main control but- ton of the power sliding door. Even though
the doors may be unlocked, the rear door will not open by pulling the inner door handle or
pushing the sub control button until rear door child safety lock is unlocked Be sure that all the
is in motion. Page 34 This must be done by may stop at that position. At this time, an authorized
Hyundai dealer. Page 35 Hyundai dealer. Put the shift lever in the P Park for objects around the
door before automatic transaxle. Page 37 Features of your vehicle - If the door handle is pulled
from On the overhead console On the center pillar trim inside or outside while the door is
locked or child safety lock is engaged, the power sliding door will not open. Page 40 Features of
your vehicle Power sliding door non-opening condi- On the overhead console On the tailgate
tions When the ignition switch is in the ON position, the power sliding door will only
automatically close under the following conditions: 1. Page 43 Features of your vehicle The
ignition switch must be in the ON Continued Continued position for power windows to operate.
To stop the window at the desired position while the window is in operation, pull up the switch
momentarily to the opposite direction of the window If the cap is vent- ing fuel or if you hear a
hissing sound, wait until the condition stops before completely remov- ing the cap. An with the
release button incorrect fuel filler cap can result Page 50 Features of your vehicle Open Open
Autoslide Autotilt To use the autoslide feature, momentari- To use the autotilt feature,
momentarily ly less than 0. Damage to the motor or system components could occur. Page 52
Features of your vehicle Resetting the sunroof 4. Press and hold the tilt button for more than 10
seconds until the sun- Whenever the vehicle battery is discon- roof has returned to the original
posi- nected or discharged, or you use the tion of tilt after it is raised a little high- emergency
handle to operate the sun- er than the maximum tilt position. If not, passen- When you return
the seatback to its seatback. Page 55 Features of your vehicle WARNING Driver respon- sibility
for front seat pas- senger Riding with a reclined seatback increases your chance of serious or
fatal injuries in the event of a colli- sion or sudden stop. The protection of your restraint system
seat belts and air bags is greatly reduced by reclining your seat. Stop operating once the
adjustment is complet- ed. Excessive operation may damage the electrical equipment. Page 57
Features of your vehicle Continued Seat belts must be snug against your hips and chest to
work proper- The more the seatback is reclined, the greater the chance that an occupant's hips
will slide under the lap belt causing serious internal injuries or the occupant's neck could strike
the shoulder belt. Page 58 Features of your vehicle Active headrest if equipped The active
headrest is designed to move forward and upward during a rear impact. Do not drive the vehicle
with the headrest removed or improperly positioned. Do not adjust the driver's headrest while
driving, or else loss of control and an accident is possible. Doing so may damage the surface of
the heater or seats. Page 62 Features of your vehicle 2. Carefully lean back on the seat and 2nd
row seat adjust the seatback of the seat to the position you desire. Release the lever or strap
and make sure the seatback is locked in place. The lever MUST return to its original position for
the seatback to lock. If the seatback is returned without holding it, the back of the seat could
spring for- ward resulting in accidental injury from being struck by the seatback. Push down the
seat backward firmly to 4. Make sure the green mark on the rear 3rd row seat lock the catches
into the rear anchors seat cushion frame is visible and the 1. Page 66 Features of your vehicle
To unfold the rear seat: 1. Pull up the seatback recline lever or folding strap. Lift and push the
seatback backward firmly until it clicks into place. Make sure the seatback is locked in place.
Make sure the green mark on the rear Removing the rear seat 2nd row seat cushion frame is
visible and the 1. Untie the strap from the assist handle. To remove a rear seat: catches are
locked in position by mov- 1. Lift the rear portion of the seat cushion then push down firmly to
lock the 1. Put the front anchor strikers along the catches into the rear anchors until an front

anchors on the floor. Make sure the green mark on the rear If the rear catches of the seat are
locked 1. Lift the seatback 2 while pulling up seat cushion frame is visible and the into the rear
anchors 2 while the front the seatback recline lever 1 and push catches are locked in position
by mov Remove the seat while lifting up the Stowing the rear seat 3rd row 3. Pull the seat by
using the stowing rear portion of seat cushion 6. The rear seat can be folded and stowed in the
luggage compartment to provide additional cargo space. Stow the seat by pushing down firmly.
To use the rear seat: 2. Release the strap and push the seat forward firmly until it clicks into
place to 1. Lift the seat by pulling out the stowing insert the catches into the anchors. Page 72
Features of your vehicle 2nd row 3rd row CAUTION - Avoid damag- ing rear seat belt buckles
When you fold the rear seatback or put luggage on the rear seat cush- ion, insert the buckle in
the pocket between the rear seatback and cushion. Be sure the parking brake is engaged. Move
the accelerator and brake ped- All occupants of the vehicle must als to the front most position
by push- wear their seat belts at all times. Page 77 Hyundai Dealer. Page 78 Features of your
vehicle Release the button to lock the anchor 1st and 2nd row into position. Try sliding the
height adjuster to make sure that it has locked into position. Page 79 Hyundai strongapproximately 6 seconds. Never allow children to ride in the front passenger seat. Insert the
tongue plate A into the 3. The seat belt automatically adjusts to the proper length only after the
lap belt is adjusted manu- ally so that it fits snugly around your hips. If you lean forward in a
slow, easy motion, the belt will extend and let you move around. Page 84 1LDE Pre-tensioner
seat belt The seat belt pre-tensioner system con- sists mainly of the following components.
Your Hyundai vehicle is equipped with Their locations are shown in the illustra- driver's and
front passenger's pre-ten- tion: sioner seat belts. The purpose of the pre- 1. Page 85 6 seconds,
or if it pre-tensioner seat belts were activat- illuminates while the vehicle is being driven, please
have an authorized Hyundai dealer inspect the pre-tensioner seat belt or SRS air bag system as
soon as possi- ble. This must be done by an authorized Hyundai dealer. This in a vehicle â€”
Under no circum- stances are they to be used for adult seat belts or harnesses or for attaching
other items or equipment to the vehicle. When the shoulder sound. Therefore, the pre- ceding
seven steps must be fol- lowed each time a child restraint is installed. Page 95 The Hyundai SRS
consists of air bags installed under the pad covers in the cen- ter of the steering wheel and the
passen- ger's side front panel above the glove box. Page 96 6 sec- front seat. These may cause
a contact Hyundai Customer onds when the ignition key is malfunction of the seat track
Assistance Center at Deployed air passenger seat. If the liquid from the air freshener does leak
onto these areas, wash them with water immediately. Do not restarted, Hyundai recommends
hang onto the front passenger seat. Page "ON" position, or if it illuminates upright with the
seatback in an while the vehicle is being driven, upright position, centered on the have an
authorized Hyundai dealer seat cushion with their seat belt inspect the occupant classification
on, legs comfortably extended Page Side impact air bag if equipped senses less weight than if
the Your Hyundai is equipped with a side occupant were seated properly impact air bag in each
front seat. The sitting upright with the seatback Page Continued air bag system. Curtain air bag
if equipped Failure to follow the above men- Curtain air bags are located along both tioned
instructions can result in sides of the roof rails above the front and injury or death to the vehicle
occu- rear doors. Page Hyundai dealer. Inflation and non-inflation conditions of the air bag
There are many types of accidents in which the air bag would not be expect- ed to provide
additional protection. These include rear impacts, second or third collisions in multiple impact
accidents, as well as low speed Such heavy braking lowers the dents because air bag
deployment collides with objects such as utility front portion of the vehicle causing it to would
not provide protection to the You steering wheel while driving. You can also raise it to the
highest level to may lose your steering control give your legs more room when you exit and
cause an accident that may Objects seen in the hand and right-hand outside rearview mirror are
closer than they mirrors. Page Features of your vehicle Use the mirror selection switch lever to
Examples control automatic mirror adjustment as If the shift lever is shifted into reverse R
follows: when the outside rearview mirror selec- tion switch is in L, both the right and left : Both
the left and right outside outside rearview mirrors will automatical- rearview mirrors will be
turned Tachometer 2. Turn signal indicators 3. Speedometer 4. Engine temperature gauge 5.
Warning and indicator lights 6. Shift position indicator Automatic transaxle only 7. You must
stop and obtain addition- al fuel as soon as possible after the warning light comes on or when
the gauge indicator comes close to the E level. Push the MODE button to select distance to
empty, driving time, average fuel con- sumption and outside temperature func- tions. Do not
install a ski rack, antenna, etc. Page Features of your vehicle Compass zone map The trip
computer may not register additional fuel if less than 1. Contact tion during sudden braking. In
this an authorized Hyundai dealer as soon as case, avoid high speed driving and possible. Have
your vehicle checked by Authorized Hyundai Dealer as soon as possible. Page Have it towed to

any Authorized tion or when the turn signal lever is pulled Hyundai Dealer for a brake system
into the Flash-to-Pass position. Page 3. If the belt is adjusted properly, a prob- if equipped lem
exists somewhere in the electrical charging system. Have an Authorized Hyundai Dealer correct
the problem as This light comes on when the front fog soon as possible. Page Hyundai Dealer.
Take your car to the authorized Hyundai dealer and have the system checked. Page Monitoring
System is not working properly. Page Features of your vehicle Main control switch Dome light
The lights are turned ON or OFF based on the status of the doors, main control switch and
corresponding light switch. Page Features of your vehicle Main control switch Tailgate light The
lights are turned ON or OFF based on the status of the tailgate, main control switch and
corresponding light switch. The system automatically turns off the small light when the driver
removes the ignition key and opens the driver- side door. Page 1VQA 1VQA your vehicle
checked by an author- Lighting control Parking light position ized Hyundai dealer as soon as
The light switch has a Headlight and a When the light switch is in the parking possible. Parking
light position. It will return to the normal push the lever away from you. The lever will return to
the OFF position when released. If an indicator stays on and does not flash or if it flashes
abnormally, one of the turn signal bulbs may be burned out and will require replacement. This
switch operates in any ignition switch position. To turn the flashers off, depress the switch
again. Rear window defroster button 2. Mode selection knob 3. Front fan speed control knob 8.
Rear temperature control button 4. Page Features of your vehicle Recirculated air position The
indicator light on the button is illuminated when the recirculated air position is selected. With
the recirculated air position selected, air from passenger compartment will be drawn through
the ventilation system and heat- ed or cooled according to the function selected. Page Features
of your vehicle OVQN Mode selection knob The mode selection knob controls the direction of
the air flow through the venti- lation system. Rear fan speed control knob from front seat 2. Rear
temperature control button from front seat 3. Rear fan speed control knob from rear seat 4. Rear
mode selection button from rear seat 5. Page Features of your vehicle Ventilation rear
Temperature, fan speed and mode of the rear climate control system can be con- trolled
independently regardless of the front climate control system operation. However, the front
climate control system should be operated together for rear air conditioning as follows; Page
Features of your vehicle System operation Ventilation 1. Set the mode to the position. Set the air
intake control to the outside fresh air position. Set the temperature control to the desired
position. Set the fan speed control to the desired speed. Set the air intake control to the outside
system, monitor the temperature aging to the ozone layer. Page When the amount of refrigerant
is low, air inside the vehicle escape. Hyundai dealer. AUTO automatic control button 6. Front fan
speed control knob Rear fan speed control knob 2. Mode selection button System OFF button 3.
Page Features of your vehicle 2. Push the TEMP button to set the desired temperature. To turn
the automatic operation off, press any button except the tempera- ture control button. Page
Features of your vehicle Manual operation The heating and cooling system can be controlled
manually as well by pushing buttons other than the AUTO button. In this case, the system
works sequentially according to the order of buttons select- When pressing any button except
the AUTO button during automatic operation, the functions of the buttons not selected will be
controlled automatically. Page Features of your vehicle Adjusting the driver and passenger side
temperature equally 1. The passenger side temperature will be set to the same as the driver side
temperature. Press the left temperature control but- ton. Page Features of your vehicle OVQN
Mode selection button The mode selection button controls the direction of the air flow through
the venti- lation system. The air flow outlet port is converted as follows: 1VQA Outlet port
locations Page Features of your vehicle Face position Air flow is directed toward the upper
body face. Additionally, each outlet can be controlled to direct the air discharged from the
outlet. Page The air conditioning system should be serviced by an authorized When the amount
of refrigerant is low, Hyundai dealer. Improper service the performance of the air conditioning is
may cause serious injury. Overfilling also has negative result on the air conditioning system.
The dif- ference between the temperature of the outside air and that of the wind- shield could
cause the outer sur- face of the windshield to fog up, causing loss of visibility. Page Features of
your vehicle Defogging logic Automatic climate control system To reduce the probability of
fogging up Manual climate control system inside of the windshield, the air intake To reduce the
probability of fogging up control is set to outside fresh air posi- the inside of the windshield, the
air intake tion automatically if any of following control is set to the outside fresh air Contact
your authorized Hyundai dealer 2. Select the defrost position pressing to obtain a luggage net.
While holding the air conditioning but For rolling code garage door openers, follow steps 2 - 6.
For Canadian Programming, please fol- low the Canadian Programming section. For help with
determining whether your garage is non-rolling code or rolling code, please refer to the garage
door Page Features of your vehicle Rolling code programming Operating HomeLink Flashing To

train a garage door opener or other To operate, simply press the pro- rolling code equipped
devices with the grammed HomeLink button. Doing so may dam- age the parts. The use of
plug-in accessories shavers, hand-held vacuums, and coffee pots, for example may damage the
socket or cause electrical failure. If the hot liquid spills, you could be burned. Such a burn to the
driver could cause a loss of control of the vehicle. To use the holder, push the lower portion.
The storage can be removed and rein- stalled. To avoid damage to the hook, do damage the
holder. This could result in loss of con EQ Button 7. Page Knowing your vehicle 1. Page
Knowing your vehicle 5. EQ Button 5. Page Knowing your vehicle 7. When the control knob is
turned counterclock- Button wise, front speaker sound will be empha- Page Knowing your
vehicle 4. EQ Select Button 6. The CD 1. Press and hold the LOAD button for date up to six
compact discs. Page Knowing your vehicle 8. Page Features of your vehicle Close To close the
monitor, pull the bottom Folded edge forward and push it up until it clicks into the stow-away
position. Page Features of your vehicle The RSE unit has an automatic video CAUTION
detection feature that will automatic switch to external device when the device is Connect only
appropriate input plugged into the auxiliary jacks in the vehi- sources jacks. ENTER MENU
Display 2. Page Features of your vehicle You have two options: normal and 6. Reverse 8.
Previous Chapter widescreen. Page Features of your vehicle 5. Forward 7. Next Track There are
two CD fast forward speeds. The next 2 seconds and the player will fast forward track number is
displayed on the screen. STOP 2. NEXT 8. ANGLE Next 9. Press and hold the FWD button to
skip to the next chapter. Some DVDs offer different scene angles. Page Features of your vehicle
Page [Device requires one 1 CR battery. If the remote control still does not work, contact your
authorized Hyundai dealer. Continue receiving an invalid Invalid button press. The function you
are trying to perform is not available. Page Engine exhaust can be dangerous! Page Driving
Your Vehicle Hyundai dealer. Refer to pages: through 3- Drinking and driving is dangerous. The
warning lights can be checked before the engine is started. This is the normal running position
after the engine is started. Do not leave the ignition switch ON if the engine is not running to
prevent battery discharge. The lock release button must be depressed while moving the shift
lever. The shift lever can be moved without depressing the lock release button. Always come to
a complete stop before always make sure the shift lever shifting into P Park. Page 1VQA 2.
Insert a screwdriver into the access 3. Depress the lock release button and hole and press down
on the screwdriv- move the shift lever. Have your vehicle inspected by an authorized Hyundai
dealership imme- diately. Both of these actions cancel cruise con- trol operation. Page Driving
your vehicle To temporarily accelerate with the cruise control on: If you want to speed up
temporarily when the cruise control is on, depress the accelerator pedal. Increased speed will
not interfere with cruise control operation or change the set speed. To return to the set speed,
take your foot off the accelerator. Whenever leaving vehicle or park- manual transaxle vehicles
or in the P ing always set the parking brake as This could endanger the dents due to improper
or danger- safety of yourself or others. Page ABS is malfunctioning. The rear parking assist
system 1. The sensor is stained with foreign mat- The rear parking assist system may may not
sound sequentially ter such as snow or water. Always drive safely and tion, this may indicate a
malfunction in cautiously. If this occurs, have your vehicle checked by an authorized Hyundai
dealer as soon as possible. Page Good Braking Practices Hyundai dealer for assistance.
Vehicles not fully engaged the car from rolling. Page Economical Operation Therefore, have an
authorized engine is running smoothly, begin driv- pads. Driving in such a way will also
Hyundai dealer perform scheduled ing. Remember, engine warm-up may save fuel because
extra fuel is required inspections and maintenance. Pulling a trailer improperly can Many of
these are important for your damage your vehicle and result in safety and that of your
passengers. Page Driving your vehicle Hitches Safety chains Trailer brakes It's important to
have the correct hitch should always attach chains If your trailer weighs more than the maxequipment. Crosswinds, large trucks between your vehicle and your trailer. Page Your
Authorized Hyundai Dealer can assist you in installing the wiring harness. Check weights and
loading at a commercial scale or highway patrol office equipped Page Driving your vehicle
Steps for determining correct 5. Determine the combined weight of Example 1 luggage and
cargo being loaded load limit on the vehicle. That weight may 1. Locate the statement "The comnot safely exceed the available bined weight of occupants and cargo and luggage load capacity
cargo should never exceed XXX calculated in Step 4. Weight kg Weight kg This label shows the
maximum Subtract Occupant Your dealer can help you with cause heat buildup in your Repairs
would vehicle can strike and injure not be covered by your war- occupants in a sudden stop or
ranty. Do not overload your turn, or in a crash. Page What to do in an emergency Connecting
jumper cables Jump starting procedure 1. Make sure the booster battery is volt and that its
negative terminal is Connect cables in numerical order and grounded. If the booster battery is in
another vehicle, do not allow the vehicles to Jumper Cables touch. If coolant is not boiling out,

allow the cle checked by an Authorized Hyundai engine to idle and open the hood to Dealer. The
low tem checked. Page Have the system checked by an is greatly higher or lower, you
authorized HYUNDAI dealer as soon should check the tire inflation as possible to determine the
cause pressure and adjust the tires to of the problem. Page Have the flat tire repaired because
the compact spare tire does vehicle is moving around elec- by an authorized HYUNDAI dealer
not have a sensor. Always be of the FCC rules. Use the wheel lug nut wrench to loosen the bolt
enough to lower Your spare tire is stored underneath the spare tire. Otherwise, it may cause the
spare tire to fall off the carrier and lead to an accident. No person should place any portion of
their body under a vehicle that is supported only by a jack; use vehicle support stands. Page 9.
Remove the wheel lug nuts by station. The specified tightening Authorized Hyundai Dealer.
Improperly tight- ened wheel lug nuts could cause This could lead to the loss of the wheel and a
collision resulting in serious injuries. Type A : Tighten the strap firmly using the ratchet. Type B
: Tighten the strap firmly pulling the strap out of the buckle. Make sure the flat tire is properly
secured by trying to move it. Page It is acceptable to tow the vehicle with the recommend
having it done by an author- rear wheels on the ground without dol- ized Hyundai dealer or a
commercial lies and the front wheels off the ground. Proper lifting and tow Page Towing with a
vehicle other than a tow truck If towing is necessary, we recommend you to have it done by an
Authorized Hyundai dealer or a commercial tow truck service. If towing service is not available
in an emergency, your vehicle may be tem Page What to do in an emergency Tips for towing a
stuck vehicle The following methods are effective when your vehicle is stuck in mud, sand or
similar substances that prevent the vehicle from being driven out under its own power. Page
Scheduled Maintenance Service Maintenance. Hyundai's high service quality standards After
months or , miles and receives technical support from , km continue to follow the pre- Hyundai
in order to provide you with a scribed maintenance intervals. Keep receipts for all vehicle
emission services to protect your warranty. Where both mileage and time are shown, the
frequency of service is deter- mined by whichever occurs first. Refer to the chart below for the
appropriate maintenance intervals. Page Explanation Of Scheduled Maintenance Items Fuel
filter Air cleaner filter Vacuum, crankcase ventilation hoses A clogged filter can limit the speed
at A Genuine Hyundai air cleaner filter is which the vehicle may be driven, damage
recommended when filter Inspect the surface of hoses for evidence the emission system and
cause hard replaced. Using the Engine coolant reservoir 2. Engine oil filler cap 3. Brake fluid
reservoir 4. Air cleaner 5. Fuse box 6. Negative battery terminal 7. Positive battery terminal 8.
Auto transaxle oil dipstick 9. Radiator cap Engine oil dipstick Page Engine Oil Have engine oil
and filter changed by an WARNING - Radiator hose washing your hands thoroughly Authorized
Hyundai Dealer according to Be very careful not to touch the with soap and warm water as soon
the Maintenance Schedule at the begin- radiator hose when checking or as possible after
handling used oil. The reservoir is filled at the fac- it cools down. Use extreme care tory. Check
the antifreeze protection and Wrap a thick towel around it, and coolant level at least once a year,
at the Page For mixture percentage, refer to the fol- ing serious injury. If frequent lowing table.
Ambient Temperature Coolant Loosen the air cleaner cover attaching 2. Wipe the inside of the
air cleaner clips and open the cover. A viscous paper air cleaner filter is used. It must be
replaced when necessary, and should not be cleaned and reused. Page OVQN cause a fire in the
engine compart- ment. Replace the air cleaner element. We recommend that the air cleaner element be replaced with genuine Hyundai parts. Lock the cover with the cover attaching clips.
This means that the engine, radiator, radiator hose and exhaust system etc. Exercise great care
not to burn yourself during this COLD procedure. Checking brake fluid level Check the fluid
level in the reservoir peri- odically. The fluid level should be Page Check the connections for oil
leaks, vehicle should be inspected by an severe damage and twists in the power Authorized
Hyundai Dealer. Page Climate Control Air Filter fresh air position is selected. If this hap- pens,
have the climate control air filter replaced by an Authorized Hyundai Dealer. With the glove box
open, remove the 3. Remove the climate control air filter 4. Replace the climate control air filter.
Common sources of con- cracked, and require replacement. Page Maintenance Rear window
wiper blade To prevent damage to the wiper arms or other components, have an authorized
Hyundai dealer replace the wiper blade. Raise the wiper arm and turn the wiper blade assembly
to expose the plastic locking clip. Page Blown cates an electrical problem. Avoid using the
system involved and immediately Fusible link consult an Authorized Hyundai Dealer. Page 4.
Push in a new fuse of the same rating, and make sure it fits tightly in the clips. Inner panel 1.
Turn the ignition switch and all other switches off. Page If you do not have a spare, use a fuse of
If the main fuse is blown, consult an the same rating from a circuit you may Authorized Hyundai
Dealer. It is accurate at the time of printing. Page Maintenance Description Fuse rating
Protected component 7. Some items must be reset after replacement. Lift with a battery carrier
or with Do not allow battery acid to your hands on opposite corners. Press the tire gage firm-

sure Always observe the following: ly onto the valve to get a pressure Check your tires once a
month or measurement. Page Refer to Section 8, Specifications. Hyundai recommends that you
check the spare every time you check the pressure of the other tires on your vehi- CBGQA cle.
Driving on tires with no or insuf- Rotate radial tires that have an ficient tread dangerous. Page
However, if you notice unusual tire A wheel that is not the correct new Hyundai and should be
mount- wear or your vehicle pulling one way size may adversely affect wheel ed on the same
compact spare tire Worn tires fit poorly and result in damage cause loss of braking effec- to the
vehicle or unusual han- tiveness, steering control, and dling and poor vehicle control. Page
Maintenance Tire traction 2. You will need this drive on worn tires, tires that are information
when selecting replace- improperly inflated or on slippery ment tires for your car. Page
Maintenance 86 - Load Index, a numerical code Tire speed ratings 3. Checking tire life TIN : Tire
associated with the maximum Identification Number The chart below lists many of the dif- load
the tire can carry. Tire ply composition and mate- The tires available as standard or rial optional
equipment on Hyundai vehi- The number of layers or plies of rub- 7. Uniform tire quality grading
cles may vary with respect to grade. The Air Pressure: The amount of air grades represent the
tires ability to The temperature grade for this inside the tire pressing outward on tire is
established for a tire that Page All season tires code assigned to a tire indicating the Tire: Load
on an individual tire due to Hyundai specifies all season tires on maximum speed at which a tire
can curb and accessory weight plus some models to provide good per- operate. Open the hood.
Loosen the retaining bolts and remove 3. Remove the headlight bulb cover by the headlight
assembly from the body turning it counterclockwise. Page Pull the bulb out of the Hyundai
Dealer. Insert a new bulb by inserting it into the socket and rotating it until it locks into place.
Page Maintenance Interior lights bulb replacement Front map lamp Tailgate lamp 1. Using a
flat-blade screwdriver, gently pry the lens from the interior light housing. Open the tailgate.
Loosen the light assembly retaining 1. Loosen the lens retaining screws with 1 Stop and tail
light screws with a cross-tip screwdriver. Remove the rear combination light 4. Remove the
socket from the assembly 5. Remove the bulb from the socket by assembly from the body of the
vehicle. Page Maintenance OEP High mounted stop light bulb replacement If the light bulb is not
operating, have the vehicle checked by an authorized Hyundai Dealer. Page Oil are now
available. Page Maintenance Recommended SAE viscosity Engine oil viscosity thickness has an
When choosing an oil, consider the range number effect on fuel economy and cold weather of
temperature your vehicle will be oper- operating starting and oil flow. Lower ated in before the
next oil change. Page Corrosion Protection Some of the common causes of high humidity,
particularly when tempera- sion, Hyundai produces cars of the high- accelerated corrosion are
road salts, tures are just above freezing. In such est quality. However, this is only part of Page
Maintenance Waxing Finish damage repair Underbody maintenance Wax the vehicle when water
will no Deep scratches or stone chips in the Corrosive materials used for ice and longer bead
on the paint. Page Maintenance Aluminum wheel maintenance Interior care Cleaning the
upholstery and interior trim The aluminum wheels are coated with a Interior general precautions
clear protective finish. Page California Perchlorate Notice All inspections and adjustments must
be made by an authorized Hyundai dealer. The label locations are identified in the illustrations
shown. Your Hyundai dealer will help answer Jamesburg, NJ any questions you may have as
you read this information. Power steering 1. Page Index Index Page This Owner's Manual should
be considered a part of the car and remain with it when it is sold for the use of the next owner.
Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up!
Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Table of Contents. Automobile Hyundai
Elantra Owner's Manual pages. As the owner, it is your responsibility to see that all
maintenance operations specified by the manufacturer are carried out at the appropriate
intervals. When the vehicle is used in severe driving conditions, more frequent main- tenance is
required for some operations. Page 3 Specifications All information in this Owner's Manual is
current at the time of publication. However, Hyundai reserves the right to make changes at any
time so that our policy of continual product improvement may be carried out. This manual
applies to all Hyundai models and includes descriptions and explanations of optional as well as
standard equipment. Such modifications may adversely affect the per- formance, safety or
durability of your Hyundai and may, in addition, violate conditions of the limited warranties
covering the vehicle. Certain modifications may also be in violation of regulations estab- lished
by the U. These titles indicate the following: WARNING This indicates that a condition may
result in harm, serious injury or death to you or other persons if the warning is not heeded.
Follow the advice provided with the warning. Page 6 Your Owner's Manual will introduce you to
the features and operation of your new Hyundai. It is suggested that you read it care- fully
because the information it contains can contribute greatly to the satisfaction you receive from
your new car. Page 7 English. Fuels with unspecified quantities of alcohol, or alcohols other

than ethanol, should not be used. Outside rearview mirror control switch Power window
switches Instrument cluster Steering wheel Ignition switch If the doors, lock and unlock the
glove box an aftermarket key is used, the igni- and center console storage if equipped. If all
doors and engine hood are The hazard warning lights will blink closed, the hazard warning
lights Page 21 If you have a problem power. To prevent the battery from with the transmitter,
contact an author- being discharged, do not operate ized Hyundai Dealer. Page 22 2. Replace
the battery with new one. Install the battery in the reverse order of removal. For replacement
transmitters, see an Authorized Hyundai Dealer for repro- gramming. Arm be armed. If this
happens, re-arm the system as described below. Page 24 Features of your vehicle Theft-alarm
stage Disarmed stage The alarm will be activated if any of the The system will be disarmed
when the following occurs while the system is doors are unlocked by depressing the armed.
Page 26 Hyundai dealer. Hyundai dealer immediately to inspect Malfunctions caused by
improper alterations, adjustments or modifi- and repair your ignition key or immobiliz- CAUTION
er system. This could windows and lock all doors when result in a serious injury. If the door is
locked, red part 2 of the button is Unlock Lock not visible. Page 31 Features of your vehicle 3.
Close the rear door. To open the rear door, pull the outside door handle or push the main
control but- ton of the power sliding door. Even though the doors may be unlocked, the rear
door will not open by pulling the inner door handle or pushing the sub control button until rear
door child safety lock is unlocked Be sure that all the doors is in motion. Page 34 This must be
done by may stop at that position. At this time, an authorized Hyundai dealer. Page 35 Hyundai
dealer. Put the shift lever in the P Park for objects around the door before automatic transaxle.
Page 37 Features of your vehicle - If the door handle is pulled from On the overhead console On
the center pillar trim inside or outside while the door is locked or child safety lock is engaged,
the power sliding door will not open. Page 40 Features of your vehicle Power sliding door
non-opening condi- On the overhead console On the tailgate tions When the ignition switch is in
the ON position, the power sliding door will only automatically close under the following
conditions: 1. Page 43 Features of your vehicle The ignition switch must be in the ON Continued
Continued position for power windows to operate. To stop the window at the desired position
while the window is in operation, pull up the switch momentarily to the opposite direction of the
window If the cap is vent- ing fuel or if you hear a hissing sound, wait until the condition stops
before completely remov- ing the cap. An with the release button incorrect fuel filler cap can
result Page 50 Features of your vehicle Open Open Autoslide Autotilt To use the autoslide
feature, momentari- To use the autotilt feature, momentarily ly less than 0. Damage to the motor
or system components could occur. Page 52 Features of your vehicle Resetting the sunroof 4.
Press and hold the tilt button for more than 10 seconds until the sun- Whenever the vehicle
battery is discon- roof has returned to the original posi- nected or discharged, or you use the
tion of tilt after it is raised a little high- emergency handle to operate the sun- er than the
maximum tilt position. If not, passen- When you return the seatback to its seatback. Page 55
Features of your vehicle WARNING Driver respon- sibility for front seat pas- senger Riding with
a reclined seatback increases your chance of serious or fatal injuries in the event of a colli- sion
or sudden stop. The protection of your restraint system seat belts and air bags is greatly
reduced by reclining your seat. Stop operating once the adjustment is complet- ed. Excessive
operation may damage the electrical equipment. Page 57 Features of your vehicle Continued
Seat belts must be snug against your hips and chest to work proper- The more the seatback is
reclined, the greater the chance that an occupant's hips will slide under the lap belt causing
serious internal injuries or the occupant's neck could strike the shoulder belt. Page 58 Features
of your vehicle Headrest front The headrest not only provides comfort for the driver and
passenger, but also helps to protect the head and neck in the event of a collision. For best
protection, adjust the headrest so its center is as high as your ears. Also adjust the headrest so
that it properly supports the head and neck. Do not drive the vehicle with the headrest removed
or improperly positioned. Do not adjust the driver's headrest while driving, or else loss of
control and an accident is possible. Doing so may damage the surface of the heater or seats.
Page 62 Features of your vehicle 2. Carefully lean back on the seat and 2nd row seat adjust the
seatback of the seat to the position you desire. Release the lever and make sure the seatback is
locked in place. The lever MUST return to its original position for the seatback to lock. If the
seatback is returned without holding it, the back of the seat could spring for- ward resulting in
accidental injury from being struck by the seatback. Pull the seatback recliner and double- 4.
Make sure the green mark on the rear 3rd row seat fold the seat forward. Page 66 Features of
your vehicle To unfold the rear seat: 1. Pull up the seatback recline lever or folding strap. Lift
and push the seatback backward firmly until it clicks into place. Make sure the seatback is
locked in place. Make sure the green mark on the rear Removing the rear seat 2nd row seat
cushion frame is visible and the 1. Untie the strap from the assist handle. To remove a rear seat:

catches are locked in position by mov- 1. Lift the rear portion of the seat cushion then push
down firmly to lock the 1. Put the front anchor strikers along the catches into the rear anchors
until an front anchors on the floor. Make sure the green mark on the rear Stowing the rear seat
3rd row 3. Pull the seat by using the stowing seat cushion frame is visible and the strap. The
rear seat can be folded and stowed catches are locked in position by mov- in the luggage
compartment to provide ing the seat forward and backward or Stow the seat by pushing down
firmly. To use the rear seat: 2. Release the strap and push the seat forward firmly until it clicks
into place to 1. Lift the seat by pulling out the stowing insert the catches into the anchors. Page
71 Features of your vehicle CAUTION - Avoid damag- ing rear seat belt buckles When you fold
the rear seatback or put luggage on the rear seat cush- ion, insert the buckle in the pocket
between the rear seatback and cushion. Doing so can prevent the buckle from being damaged
by the rear seatback or luggage. Be sure the parking brake is engaged. Never 2. Move the
accelerator and brake ped- attempt to adjust the pedals while als to the front most position by
push- the vehicle is moving. If restraint systems should always occupy for pregnant women to
lessen the chance the shoulder belt still touches their face Page 77 Hyundai Dealer. Page 78
Features of your vehicle Release the button to lock the anchor into position. Try sliding the
height adjuster to make sure that it has locked into position. Page 79 Hyundai strongapproximately 6 seconds. Never allow children to ride in the front passenger seat. Insert the
tongue plate A into the 3. The seat belt automatically adjusts to the proper length only after the
lap belt is adjusted manu- ally so that it fits snugly around your hips. If you lean forward in a
slow, easy motion, the belt will extend and let you move around. Page 84 1LDE Pre-tensioner
seat belt The seat belt pre-tensioner system con- sists mainly of the following components.
Your Hyundai vehicle is equipped with Their locations are shown in the illustra- driver's and
front passenger's pre-ten- tion: sioner seat belts. The purpose of the pre- 1. Page 85 6 seconds,
or if it pre-tensioner seat belts were activat- illuminates while the vehicle is being driven, please
have an authorized Hyundai dealer inspect the pre-tensioner seat belt or SRS air bag system as
soon as possi- ble. This must be done by an authorized Hyundai dealer. This in a vehicle â€”
Under no circum- stances are they to be used for adult seat belts or harnesses or for attaching
other items or equipment to the vehicle. When the shoulder portion of the seat belt is fully
extend- sound. Therefore, the pre- ceding seven steps must be fol- lowed each time a child
restraint is installed. Page 95 The Hyundai SRS consists of air bags installed under the pad
covers in the cen- ter of the steering wheel and the passen- ger's side front panel above the
glove box. Page 96 6 sec- front seat. These may cause a contact Hyundai Customer onds when
the ignition key is malfunction of the seat track Assistance Center at Deployed air passenger
seat. If the liquid from the air freshener does leak onto these areas, wash them with water
immediately. Do not that passenger move to the rear tion key to "LOCK" Page Hyundai dealer
tion system. Page Side impact air bag if equipped senses less weight than if the Your Hyundai
is equipped with a side occupant were seated properly sitting upright with the seatback impact
air bag in each front seat. The curtain seated proper child Page Hyundai dealer. Inflation and
non-inflation conditions of the air bag There are many types of accidents in which the air bag
would not be expect- ed to provide additional protection. These include rear impacts, second or
third collisions in multiple impact accidents, as well as low speed Such heavy braking lowers
the dents because air bag deployment collides with objects such as utility front portion of the
vehicle causing it to would not provide protection to the You steering wheel while driving. You
can also raise it to the highest level to may lose your steering control give your legs more room
when you exit and cause an accident that may Objects seen in the hand and right-hand outside
rearview mirror are closer than they mirrors. Page Features of your vehicle Use the mirror
selection switch lever to Examples control automatic mirror adjustment as If the shift lever is
shifted into reverse R follows: when the outside rearview mirror selec- tion switch is in L, both
the right and left : Both the left and right outside outside rearview mirrors will automaticalrearview mirrors will be turned Tachometer 2. Turn signal indicators 3. Speedometer 4. Engine
temperature gauge 5. Warning and indicator lights 6. Shift position indicator Automatic
transaxle only 7. You must stop and obtain addition- al fuel as soon as possible after the
warning light comes on or when the gauge indicator comes close to the E level. Push the MODE
button to select distance to empty, driving time, average fuel con- sumption and outside
temperature func- tions. Do not install a ski rack, antenna, etc. Page Features of your vehicle
Compass zone map The trip computer may not register additional fuel if less than 1. Contact
tion during sudden braking. In this an authorized Hyundai dealer as soon as case, avoid high
speed driving and possible. Have your vehicle checked by Authorized Hyundai Dealer as soon
as possible. Page This indicator illuminates when the head- Have it towed to any Authorized
lights are on and in the high beam posi- Hyundai Dealer for a brake system tion or when the turn
signal lever is pulled inspection and necessary repairs. Page 3. If the belt is adjusted properly, a

prob- if equipped lem exists somewhere in the electrical charging system. Have an Authorized
Hyundai Dealer correct the problem as This light comes on when the front fog soon as possible.
Page Hyundai Dealer. Take your car to the authorized Hyundai dealer and have the system
checked. Page Monitoring System is not working properly. Page Features of your vehicle Main
control switch Dome light The lights are turned ON or OFF based on the status of the doors,
main control switch and corresponding light switch. Page Features of your vehicle Main control
switch Tailgate light The lights are turned ON or OFF based on the status of the tailgate, main
control switch and corresponding light switch. The system automatically turns off the small
light when the driver removes the ignition key and opens the driver- side door. The light switch
has a Headlight and a When the light switch is in the parking Parking light position. It will return
to the normal push the lever away from you. The lever will return to the OFF position when
released. If an indicator stays on and does not flash or if it flashes abnormally, one of the turn
signal bulbs may be burned out and will require replacement. This switch operates in any
ignition switch position. To turn the flashers off, depress the switch again. Rear window
defroster button 2. Mode selection knob 3. Front fan speed control knob 8. Rear temperature
control button 4. Page Features of your vehicle Recirculated air position The indicator light on
the button is illuminated when the recirculated air position is selected. With the recirculated air
position selected, air from passenger compartment will be drawn through the ventilation system
and heat- ed or cooled according to the function selected. Page Features of your vehicle OVQN
Mode selection knob The mode selection knob controls the direction of the air flow through the
venti- lation system. Rear fan speed control knob from front seat 2. Rear temperature control
button from front seat 3. Rear fan speed control knob from rear seat 4. Rear mode selection
button from rear seat 5. Page Features of your vehicle Ventilation rear Temperature, fan speed
and mode of the rear climate control system can be con- trolled independently regardless of the
front climate control system operation. However, the front climate control system should be
operated together for rear air conditioning as follows; Page Features of your vehicle System
operation Ventilation 1. Set the mode to the position. Set the air intake control to the outside
fresh air position. Set the temperature control to the desired position. Set the fan speed control
to the desired speed. Set the air intake control to the outside system, monitor the temperature
aging to the ozone layer. Page When the amount of refrigerant is low, air inside the vehicle
escape. Hyundai dealer. AUTO automatic control button 6. Front fan speed control knob Rear
fan speed control knob 2. Mode selection button System OFF button 3. Page Features of your
vehicle 2. Push the TEMP button to set the desired temperature. To turn the automatic operation
off, press any button except the tempera- ture control button. Page Features of your vehicle
Manual operation The heating and cooling system can be controlled manually as well by
pushing buttons other than the AUTO button. In this case, the system works sequentially
according to the order of buttons select- When pressing any button except the AUTO button
during automatic operation, the functions of the buttons not selected will be controlled
automatically. Page Features of your vehicle Adjusting the driver and passenger side
temperature equally 1. The passenger side temperature will be set to the same as the driver side
temperature. Press the left temperature control but- ton. Page Features of your vehicle OVQN
Mode selection button The mode selection button controls the direction of the air flow through
the venti- lation system. The air flow outlet port is converted as follows: 1VQA Outlet port
locations Page Features of your vehicle Face position Air flow is directed toward the upper
body face. Additionally, each outlet can be controlled to direct the air discharged from the
outlet. Page The air conditioning system should be serviced by an authorized When the amount
of refrigerant is low, Hyundai dealer. Improper service the performance of the air conditioning is
may cause serious injury. Overfilling also has negative result on the air conditioning system.
The dif- ference between the temperature of the outside air and that of the wind- shield could
cause the outer sur- face of the windshield to fog up, causing loss of visibility. Page Features of
your vehicle Automatic climate control system Defogging logic To reduce the probability of
fogging up Manual climate control system inside of the windshield, the air intake To reduce the
probability of fogging up control is set to outside fresh air posi- the inside of the windshield, the
air intake tion automatically if any of following control is set to the outside fresh air Contact
your authorized Hyundai dealer 2. Select the defrost position pressing to obtain a luggage net.
While holding the air conditioning but For rolling code garage door openers, follow steps 2 - 6.
For Canadian Programming, please fol- low the Canadian Programming section. For help with
determining whether your garage is non-rolling code or rolling code, please refer to the garage
door Page Features of your vehicle Rolling code programming Operating HomeLink Flashing To
train a garage door opener or other To operate, simply press the pro- rolling code equipped
devices with the grammed HomeLink button. Doing unsecured. The storage console so may
damage the parts. Doing so may dam- age the parts. The use of plug-in accessories shavers,

hand-held vacuums, and coffee pots, for example may damage the socket or cause electrical
failure. If the hot liquid spills, you could be burned. Such a burn to the driver could cause a loss
of control of the vehicle. Do not hang heavy bags as they may To use the holder, push the lower
portion. If the vanity mirror is not closed securely, the lamp will stay on and could result in
battery discharge and pos- sible sunvisor damage. Using the accessory plug for prolonged
periods of time with the engine off could cause the battery to dis- charge. This could result in
loss of con SCAN Button 6. Page Features of your vehicle 1. Page Features of your vehicle 5.
CD Select Button 2. SCAN Button 5. Page Features of your vehicle 7. A select but- Rotate the
knob clockwise to increase ton indicator will show in the display indi- the frequency and turn
the knob counter- cating which select button you have clockwise to reduce the frequency. Load
to play upward. Page Features of your vehicle 6. SCAN Button 7. Playing CD Button 3. LOAD
Button 2. Page Features of your vehicle Close To close the monitor, pull the bottom Folded
edge forward and push it up until it clicks into the stow-away position. Page Features of your
vehicle The RSE unit has an automatic video CAUTION detection feature that will automatic
switch to external device when the device is Connect only appropriate input plugged into the
auxiliary jacks in the vehi- sources jacks. ENTER MENU Display 2. Page Features of your
vehicle You have two options: normal and 6. Reverse 8. Previous Chapter widescreen. Forward
7. Next Track There are two CD fast forward speeds. The next 2 seconds and the player will fast
forward track number is displayed on the screen. STOP 2. NEXT 8. ANGLE Next 9. Press and
hold the FWD button to skip to the next chapter. Some DVDs offer different scene angles. Page
Features of your vehicle Page [Device requires one 1 CR battery. If the remote control still does
not work, contact your authorized Hyundai dealer. Continue receiving an invalid Invalid button
press. The function you are trying to perform is not available. Page Engine exhaust can be
dangerous! Refer to pages: through 3- Drinking and driving is dangerous. The warning lights
can be checked before the engine is started. This is the normal running position after the engine
is started. Do not leave the ignition switch ON if the engine is not running to prevent battery
discharge. The lock release button must be depressed while moving the shift lever. The shift
lever can be moved without depressing the lock release button. Always come to a complete
stop before always make sure the shift lever shifting into P Park. Page 1VQA 2. Insert a
screwdriver into the access 3. Depress the lock release button and hole and press down on the
screwdriv- move the shift lever. Have your vehicle inspected by an authorized Hyundai
dealership imme- diately. Both of these actions cancel cruise con- trol operation. Page Driving
your vehicle To temporarily accelerate with the cruise control on: If you want to speed up
temporarily when the cruise control is on, depress the accelerator pedal. Increased speed will
not interfere with cruise control operation or change the set speed. To return to the set speed,
take your foot off the accelerator. Driving with the parking brake Whenever leaving vehicle or
park- applied will cause excessive brake ing always set the parking brake as pad and brake
rotor wear. This could endanger the dents due to improper or danger- safety of yourself or
others. Page ABS is malfunctioning. The back warning may not sound 1. The sensor is stained
with foreign mat- The back warning system may not sequentially depending on the ter such as
snow or water. Always drive safely and cau- tion, this may indicate a malfunction in tiously. If
this occurs, have your vehicle checked by an author- ized Hyundai dealer as soon as possible.
Page Good Braking Practices Hyundai dealer for assistance. Vehicles not fully engaged the car
from rolling. Page Economical Operation Therefore, have an authorized engine is running
smoothly, begin driv- pads. Driving in such a way will also Hyundai dealer perform scheduled
ing. Remember, engine warm-up may save fuel because extra fuel is required inspections and
maintenance. Pulling a trailer improperly can Many of these are important for your damage your
vehicle and result in safety and that of your passengers. Page Driving your vehicle Hitches
Safety chains Trailer brakes It's important to have the correct hitch should always attach chains
If your trailer weighs more than the max- equipment. Crosswinds, large trucks between your
vehicle and your trailer. Page Your Authorized Hyundai Dealer can assist you in installing the
wiring harness. Check weights and loading at a commercial scale or highway patrol office
equipped Page Driving your vehicle Steps for determining correct 5. Determine the combined
weight of Example 1 luggage and cargo being loaded load limit on the vehicle. That weight may
1. Locate the statement "The com- not safely exceed the available bined weight of occupants
and cargo and luggage load capacity cargo should never exceed XXX calculated in Step 4.
Weight kg Weight kg This label shows the maximum Subtract Occupant Your dealer can help
you with cause heat buildup in your Repairs would vehicle can strike and injure not be covered
by your war- occupants in a sudden stop or ranty. Do not overload your turn, or in a crash. Page
What to do in an emergency Connecting jumper cables Jump starting procedure 1. Make sure
the booster battery is volt and that its negative terminal is Connect cables in numerical order
and grounded. If the booster battery is in another vehicle, do not allow the vehicles to Jumper

Cables touch. If coolant is not boiling out, allow the cle checked by an Authorized Hyundai
engine to idle and open the hood to Dealer. Page What to do in an emergency Low tire pressure
The Low Tire Pressure and Position CAUTION indicators will remain on when the indicator In
winter or cold weather, the low low pressure tire is in the vehicle tire pressure indicator may be
before you have the low pressure tire Low tire pressure repaired and replaced on the vehicle.
Page Hyundai dealer as soon as possible. Use the wheel lug nut wrench to loosen the bolt
enough to lower Your spare tire is stored underneath the spare tire. Otherwise, it may cause the
spare tire to fall off the carrier and lead to an accident. No person should place any portion of
their body under a vehicle that is supported only by a jack; use vehicle support stands. Page 9.
Remove the wheel lug nuts by station. The specified tightening Authorized Hyundai Dealer.
Improperly tight- ened wheel lug nuts could cause This could lead to the loss of the wheel and a
collision resulting in serious injuries. To prevent the jack, jack handle, wheel lug nut wrench
and spare tire from rattling while the vehicle is in Tighten the strap firmly using the ratchet.
Make sure the flat tire is properly secured by trying to move it. Page It is acceptable to tow the
vehicle with the recommend having it done by an author- rear wheels on the ground without dolized Hyundai dealer or a commercial lies and the front wheels off the ground. Proper lifting and
tow Page Towing with a vehicle other than a tow truck If towing is necessary, we recommend
you to have it done by an Authorized Hyundai dealer or a commercial tow truck service. If
towing service is not available in an emergency, your vehicle may be tem Page What to do in an
emergency Tips for towing a stuck vehicle The following methods are effective when your
vehicle is stuck in mud, sand or similar substances that prevent the vehicle from being driven
out under its own power. Page Maintenance. Hyundai's high service quality standards After
months or , miles and receives technical support from , km continue to follow the pre- Hyundai
in order to provide you with a scribed maintenance intervals. Keep receipts for all vehicle
emission services to protect your warranty. Where both mileage and time are shown, the
frequency of service is deter- mined by whichever occurs first. Page Maintenance R : Replace I :
Inspect and, after inspection, clean, adjust, repair or replace if necessary Refer to the chart
below for the appropriate maintenance intervals. Page Fuel filter Air cleaner filter Vacuum,
crankcase ventilation hoses A clogged filter can limit the speed at A Genuine Hyundai air
cleaner filter is which the vehicle may be driven, damage recommended when filter Inspect the
surface of hoses for evidence the emission system and cause hard replaced. Using the Engine
coolant reservoir 2. Engine oil filler cap 3. Brake fluid reservoir 4. Air cleaner 5. Fuse box 6.
Negative battery terminal 7. Positive battery terminal 8. Auto transaxle oil dipstick 9. Radiator
cap Engine oil dipstick Page Engine Oil Have engine oil and filter changed by an WARNING Radiator hose washing your hands thoroughly Authorized Hyundai Dealer according to Be very
careful not to touch the with soap and warm water as soon the Maintenance Schedule at the
begin- radiator hose when checking or as possible after handling used oil. The reservoir is filled
at the fac- it cools down. Use extreme care tory. Check the antifreeze protection and Wrap a
thick towel around it, and coolant level at least once a year, at the Page For mixture percentage,
refer to the fol- ing serious injury. If frequent lowing table. Ambient Temperature Coolant
Loosen the air cleaner cover attaching 2. Wipe the inside of the air cleaner clips and open the
cover. A viscous paper air cleaner filter is used. It must be replaced when necessary, and
should not be cleaned and reused. Page OVQN cause a fire in the engine compart- ment.
Replace the air cleaner element. We recommend that the air cleaner ele- ment be replaced with
genuine Hyundai parts. Lock the cover with the cover attaching clips. Allow the engine to idle
for about 2 slippage. Overfilling can cause minutes. Page The color may eventually appear light
brown. Checking brake fluid level Check the fluid level in the reservoir peri- odically. The fluid
level should be Page Check the connections for oil leaks, vehicle should be inspected by an
severe damage and twists in the power Authorized Hyundai Dealer. Page fresh air position is
selected. If this hap- pens, have the climate control air filter replaced by an Authorized Hyundai
Dealer. With the glove box open, remove the 3. Remove the climate control air filter 4. Replace
the climate control air filter. Common sources of con- cracked, and require replacement. Page
Maintenance Rear window wiper blade To prevent damage to the wiper arms or other
components, have an authorized Hyundai dealer replace the wiper blade. Raise the wiper arm
and turn the wiper blade assembly to expose the plastic locking clip. Page Blown cates an
electrical problem. Avoid using the system involved and immediately Fusible link consult an
Authorized Hyundai Dealer. Page 4. Push in a new fuse of the same rating, and make sure it fits
tightly in the clips. Inner panel 1. Turn the ignition switch and all other switches off. Page If you
do not have a spare, use a fuse of If the main fuse is blown, consult an the same rating from a
circuit you may Authorized Hyundai Dealer. It is accurate at the time of printing. Page
Maintenance Description Fuse rating Protected component 7. Some items must be reset after
replacement. Lift with a battery carrier or with Do not allow battery acid to your hands on

opposite corners. Press the tire gage firm- Always observe the following: ly onto the valve to
get a pressure Check your tires once a month or measurement. Page Refer to Section 8,
Specifications. Hyundai recommends that you check the spare every time you check the
pressure of the other tires on your vehi- CBGQA cle. Driving on tires with no or insuf- Rotate
radial tires that have an ficient tread dangerous. Page However, if you notice unusual tire A
wheel that is not the correct new Hyundai and should be mount- wear or your vehicle pulling
one way size may adversely affect wheel ed on the same compact spare tire Worn tires fit poorly
and result in damage cause loss of braking effec- to the vehicle or unusual han- tiveness,
steering control, and dling and poor vehicle control. Page Maintenance 2. You will need this
drive on worn tires, tires that are information when selecting replace- improperly inflated or on
slippery ment tires for your car. Page Maintenance 3. Checking tire life TIN : Tire 86 - Load
Index, a numerical code Tire speed ratings associated with the maximum Identification Number
The chart below lists many of the dif- load the tire can carry. Page The tires available as
standard or materials in the tire, which include optional equipment on Hyundai vehi- steel,
nylon, polyester, and others. Uniform tire quality grading cles may vary with respect to grade.
The Air Pressure: The amount of air grades represent the tires ability to The temperature grade
for this inside the tire pressing outward on stop on wet pavement as measured Page All season
tires code assigned to a tire indicating the Tire: Load on an individual tire due to Hyundai
specifies all season tires on maximum speed at which a tire can curb and accessory weight plus
some models to provide good per- operate. Page If the water leaks into the lamp bulb circuitry,
have the vehicle checked by an Authorized Hyundai Dealer. Loosen the retaining bolts and
remove 7. Open the hood. Page Pull the bulb out of the Hyundai Dealer. Insert a new bulb by
inserting it into the socket and rotating it until it locks into place. Page Maintenance Interior
lights bulb replacement Front map lamp Tailgate lamp 1. Using a flat-blade screwdriver, gently
pry the lens from the interior light housing. Open the tailgate. Loosen the light assembly
retaining 1. Loosen the lens retaining screws with 1 Stop and tail light screws with a cross-tip
screwdriver. Remove the rear combination light 4. Remove the socket from the assembly 5.
Remove the bulb from the socket by assembly from the body of the vehicle. Page Maintenance
OEP High mounted stop light bulb replacement If the light bulb is not operating, have the
vehicle checked by an authorized Hyundai Dealer. Page Oil are now available. Page
Maintenance Recommended SAE viscosity Engine oil viscosity thickness has an When
choosing an oil, consider the range effect on fuel economy and cold weather of temperature
your vehicle will be oper- number operating starting and oil flow. Lower ated in before the next
oil change. Page Some of the common causes of high humidity, particularly when temperasion, Hyundai produces cars of the high- accelerated corrosion are road salts, tures are just
above freezing. In such est quality. However, this is only part of Page Maintenance Finish
damage repair Underbody maintenance Waxing Wax the vehicle when water will no Deep
scratches or stone chips in the Corrosive materials used for ice and longer bead on the paint.
Page Maintenance Aluminum wheel maintenance Cleaning the upholstery and interior Interior
care trim The aluminum wheels are coated with a Interior general precautions clear protective
finish. Page Do not park the vehicle over or ventilation system as needed to draw Hyundai
dealer. The label locations are identified in the illustrations shown. Your Hyundai dealer will
help answer Jamesburg, NJ any questions you may have as you read this information. Page
Written notice must be a group of vehicles, it may order a recall Arbitration Forum NAF or the
American delivered via certified mail to Hyundai and remedy campaign. Power steering 1. Page
Index Index Page This Owner's Manual should be considered a part of the car and remain with it
when it is sold for the use of the next owner. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete.
Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from
URL. Read more and download! People like to drive this vehicle because of its power steering,
advanced braking system and latest safety equipments. These features make this vehicle
perfect and matchless. This is designed for long drive because it is fuel economical. When you
purchase this model, you should not forget to take factory manual from authorized dealer.
Usually this manual contains information about parts and components of vehicle. Each model
has its own specific manual. Some dealers claim that one manual can offer coverage for a long
time period for a single model. This statement does not look honest because change in the
models occurs after some years. The companies like to change the shape, design and color of
their models after some years because people love innovations and new designs. The change in
the shape, design and engine options of a model on regular basis also require a different
manual to serve the updated model. We crush competitors giving customers the factory repair
manual in a legal manner. Respecting the copyright of the manufacturers, our repair manuals
are taken directly from the manufacturer, so are the highest quality possible. Only we can offer
these service manuals in pdf version. Only we can give the customer exactly manual written for

his car. Because we use customers car VIN number when we deliver these repair manuals. One
service manual cannot cover a model for many years. Hence you should ask the dealer to
provide latest manual along with new vehicle. Do not rely upon the same manual to cover the d
2005 saturn wiring diagram security
2009 nissan altima maintenance schedule
kia optima 2011
ifferent kinds of models in the market. If you need manual for a model or vehicle, you can come
to our company because we deal with manuals of vehicles. We offer manuals for old and latest
brands of vehicles. The repair manuals provided by our company are recognized and verified by
the relevant authorities. Usually manual is designed to guide the customers. You will find latest
information in manual. You will learn how to drive the vehicle safely. You will also get
information about parts and functions of vehicle. We offer detailed, complete and accurate
information about parts of every model. You will find diagrams of engine, wheels, wiring and
suspension of this vehicle. The manual also include information about infotainment features
and safety equipments. Most of the Smartphone and devices support this format. It is also
feasible to view the Pdf files clearly. Factory Manual The only service manual that matter! April
3, Hyundai Entourage factory repair manual Read more and download!

